Retrofit guide.
From CFCs to HCFCs to HFCs – refrigeration.

* Oil change: System should be flushed and oil replaced with Polyol ester (POE). ** High tolerance to MO & AB oils, oil change required, but no flush.

The information is provided for guidance only. We make no warranties, expressed or implied, and assume no liability in connection with any use of this information. For further support please contact your local Linde supplier.
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Retrofit guide.
From CFCs to HCFCs to HFCs – air conditioning.

CFC
- Residential & light commercial
  - R12

HCFC
- R12
  - R401A, R409A

HFC
- R426A, R437A
  - Oil change*
  - R134a, R427A**
  - R417A, R422D, R424A, R434A, R438A
  - R407C, R427A**

* Oil Change: System should be flushed and oil replaced with Polyol ester (POE). ** High tolerance to WD & AB oils, oil change required, but no flush.

- Consult supplier
  - R423A
  - R134a
  - R236fa
  - R507A, Consult supplier

- R134a and R428A are retrofit gases for R502 and will require systems to be suitable for R502 pressures and an expansion device suitable for R502.

- The information is provided for guidance only. We make no warranties, expressed or implied, and assume no liability in connection with any use of this information. For further support please contact your local Linde supplier.
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